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A guide to ProteomeDiscoverer (1.4)/Mascot (2.4) based LC‐MS/MS data analysis (Excel format).
This report format presents qualitative and quantitative details of matched proteins and peptides
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Good to know ● Unique (Σ# Unique Peptides) and all peptides (Σ# Peptides) together with sequence coverage (Σ Coverage) are used to understand sequence representation of the particular protein. ● Peptide
Spectrum Matches (Σ# PSMs) indicates how many MS/MS spectra that were matched to a particular protein or peptides. PSMs can be used as a quantitative metric. When comparing same protein, higher number
is an indication of higher abundance. The robustness of this metric increases with greater numbers. ● Areas assigned to proteins is calculated as the average‐area‐of‐the‐3‐most‐intense‐peptides‐signal. Uniqueness
or not of a peptide is not taken into account. The ability to gauge changes increases with increased with fold difference and signal. A peptide or protein assigned an ‘area’ of 0 was either not matched or could not
be quantified. ● A peptide match False Discovery Rate (FDR) is calculated per searched data set. Peptides can be assigned as High (FDR < 1%), Medium (FDR: 1%‐5%) or Low (FDR >5%) confidence based on
statistical calculations.

